these symptoms have subsided. Then indeed you may get the woman to sit on a chair having a double seat, lying back. And she should flex her legs back on her abdomen, with the thighs apart, and the arms joined under her knees, and these both tied up in a suitable manner. Then have a midwife sitting on ber right hand, and let her take a speculum (which will be described later). When you are going to examine the depths of the vagina the instrument should not exceed the length of the patient's passage. And if the instrument be longer you should put folded pads over the entrance to prevent the passage of the whole length of the instrument. The instrument should also be provided with a screw to run upwards, and an assistant should turn the screw till the os is exposed. And when the os is exposed and, on manual palpation is found to be thin and soft, you should make an incision with a broad scalpel. And when all the matter is evacuated you should place on the wound a soft pad soaked in oil of roses or green oil with some styptic quality, and apply the pad outside the wound at the cervix, and outside that again over the pubes, soft plucked wool soaked in an infusion of mallows; then after two days dress with suitable ointments till healed. Sometimes also both the wound and the uterus are washed out with a douche of honey and water, then one of a decoction of liquorice root or aristolochy; then go back to the ointments. But if there be in the uterus a hidden swelling, then you must abstain from operative treatment, but carry out the treatment as spoken of in its place.
The subject of this chapter received some attention from Paulus Aegineta 2 as an entity distinct from mere retention of the catamenia. But no previous writer, eitner Latin or Greek, has given such a discriminating account of the various pathological conditions affecting the adult uterus. We can here accurately distinguish carcinoma, fibroid (the " stony-hard tumour "), and noma; beside which he gives " ulcer ", which may mean a cervical erosion with hypertropby, anid "abscess ", which presumably means pyometra; and "inflamed tumour ", which might refer to a Bartholin's abscess. At all events, it seems correct to say that Albucasis proposes operating only in the case of either of these last two.
CHAPTER SEVENTY-FIVE.-On the principles of Obstetrics; the manner in which infants should be drawn out alive when they are not brought forth in the natural manner.
To begin with the obstetrician must know the way of normal labour. Among the signs of it are when you see the woman press upon her abdomen and desire space, with the object of an easy labour and the rapid delivery of the child. Then by this you may know that the labour will follow a natural course, and that the presentation will be vertex, with the membrane adherent to the umbilical cord. And when you observe these signs, it will be necessary to put pressure upon the abdomen to bring forth the fcetus quickly.
And when the vertex presents and the enclosing membrane comes down with it, and it is cleared of all those superfluities, you may be sure of it being clear. But a delivery that is contrariwise to this is unnatural and wrong. For sometimes the infant is delivered by its feet, or by its body before either head or feet. Or a single hand or foot comes out, or head together with a hand or foot. Or it comes out all twisted and bent at the neck, or in other dreadful ways. So the obstetrician must have wisdom and be skilful in all these cases, so as to avoid failures and mistakes. So I will fully describe all these ways of delivery and their methods, that the obstetrician may be instructed and assured in them all.
When the feetus comes out by the vertex in the normal manner, and yet the delivery is one of great difficulty for the woman, and you see that her strength is getting exhausted, then make her sit on a seat and command her to hold on firmly, and bathe her feet in a decoction of fenugreek and lubricant oils; then let the midwife place between her fingers a little scalpel, and make a small incision in the foetal membrane; or open it up with the finger nail, to allow the contained waters to flow out; and put pressure upon the woman's belly till the infant comes down. But if it is held up then the woman should have an enema of mucilage of fenugreek, with oil of fumary. Then after the enema, bid her bear down, and stimulate ber to sneeze by means of ptarmica; and she should close her mouth and hold her breath [as long as she can] during an hour; and the foetus will quickly come out.
And if the child's hand presents, she should slowly and gently push it back; and if it will not go back, then place the woman on a seat, have her feet raised up, and, meanwhile, shake the seat; but the woman should be held lest the shaking cause her to fall off. But if the two hands will not go back, then the fcetus is dead; so cut them off and pull out the remains. Or tie tapes to the hands and pull on them evenly and it will come out.
Foot presentation: When the fcetus comes out feet first, she should push them both back up. Then she should very gently perform a version of the fcetus. And when the hips come out first, bid her bear down and make her sneeze with ptarmica, and it will come out. But if it will not come out with the means we have described, she should return the fcetus very slowly back, till she has placed it in the natural position. Then it will come out. But if it still will not come out, take mucilage of fenugreek and oil of fumary and gum and pound them all up together properly and fully in the mortar and anoint the woman's perineum and lower abdomen; then make her sit down in warm water reaching to the ribs. And when you see that the lower parts are softened, make a suppository of myrrh and introduce it. And when she has had the suppository in for one hour, make her sit and cause her to sneeze with ptarmica, and stop up her nose and mouth and press down gently on her abdomen; then will the faotus immediately emerge.
Presentation present the feet let the hooks be fixed in the ribs and chest. Now she should hold the hook in her right hand and she should put the curved part of it in the fingers of her left hand, and let her introduce it gently with her hand and let her fix the hook in one of the places before mentioned, pressing it home till it it passes through into the hollow. Then, some distance away, let her fix another hook, or even three if need be, so as to give even traction, not pulling to one side. Then let her pull evenly, not only perpendicularly but draw the fcetus from side to side that its exit may be easy, as you did in tooth extraction, though here the extraction must be more gentle. And if any part of it be held up, the midwife must oil some of her fingers and introduce them to that side to turn over the retained part. And if a part only of the fcetus come away, then the hook is to be shifted to another part a little higher up, and so on, till the whole of the fcetus has come out. And if the hand come out before the rest of it, and it is impossible to reduce it on account of it being twisted or deformed, then a tape should be wound around it and she should pull on it till it is all out, then let her cut it off either at the carpal joint or the elbow.
In the same manner she should deal with the other hand and with the two feet.
And if the faetus' head be large, and has got crushed in exit, or if there be a collection of fluid in the head (hydrocephalus), she should introduce between her 3 See fig. 11 , p. 9. fingers a spike-shaped scalpel and make an opening in the head to let the waters out; and she should crush it (the head) up with an instrument called " al mishdach ", which will be illustrated, together with pictures of the other instruments, in the chapter following. In the same manner she should act in the case of a faetus with an abnormally large head, with a scalpel; either she should cut the skull open, or she should crush it with "al mishdach ",4 as we said. Then she should extract the bones with forceps. But if the head come out and then be held up near the collarbones, she should make an incision to let out the humidities in the thorax, for there is a congestion of the thorax. But if there be no collection of fluid in the thorax and yet it will not come out, then she should amputate the head in any manner possible. And if the lower belly be swollen with ascites, then she should make an opening to draw out all the fluid.
But if the foBtus present the feet, then the extraction will be easy, guiding it toward the maternal opening. And if it be stuck about the abdomen or thorax, then pull on it with a tape wound around your hand, and cut an opening in the abdomen or thorax to allow the contained water to flow out. And if the rest of the limbs have been removed but the head is turned backwards and sticks, the midwife should introduce her left hand and, if the passages be open, she should introduce her hand into the opening and investigate the head, and with her fingers pull it down toward the opening, then fix a hook in it or two hooks and extract it with them. But if the vagina be closed on account of an abscess, then operative procedures should not be undertaken, but you should use in this case infusions of grease and humid herbs. Plasters also should be applied and the woman should sit in a bath of softening and moistening waters.
But if the foetus present laterally it is indeed possible to reposition it. There should also be applied the same things as mentioned for a living child. But if this be .not possible, then it should be cut away piecemeal and extracted. It is also necessary that not a scrap of the after-birth be left behind in the uterus.
And when you have completed your treatment, then also apply those remedies we have mentioned for abscesses occurring in the uterus. And if hwemorrhage occurs, the woman, after labour, should be immersed in styptic fluids; and apply the usual treatment. Now I myself once saw a woman in whom, after being pregnant, the fcetus had died in utero; then once again she became pregnant and the second foetus also died; and after a long while she got a swelling at the umbilicus, which swelled up till it opened spontaneously and produced pus. And I was called in to attend her and I treated her for a long while, but the wound did not heal up; and I applied to it certain very strong cicatrizing ointments and then a bone came away from the place; then a few days passed and another bone came out; and I was mightily astonished at this, seeing that the abdomen is a part where there are no bones. So I formed the opinion that these were bones from the dead fcetus. So I opened up the wound and got out a great number of bones. But the woman did very well, and went on in that wise a long while, producing only a little pus from the place. And I bring forward this uncommon occurrence here, since it gives knowledge and help to those who would attempt the surgical and medical treatment of this kind of thing.
The operation of extracting the dead fetus was unquestionably an early one. The earliest account that can be accurately dated is that of Celsus,5 who mentions two kinds of hook, one-being a kind of decapitator. The pseudo-Hippocratic work nepE 'eyicaTarrolAis yppu4ot mentions nearly all the instruments spoken of in this chapter; as also do Soranus, Paulus Aegineta, and other later' authors, giving operative directions similar to those of our author. Discussion on the construction, working, and uses of the individual instruments is reserved for the next chapter, where they are all illustrated. ' Figs. 4-7, p. 8. Figure 1 is really the figure of a book press for pressing the leaves, with alterations to suit it to the purpose.
It has screws at the ends of two pieces of wood; these screws should in each case be slenderer than those of a book press, and should be made of ebony or boxwood. And the width of each block of wood should be about two inches, and the breadth about one inch, and the length about a span and a half; and in the middle of each, firmly fixed on, should be another piece made of the same kind of wood, each half a span long or a litt$e m3ore, and two inches wide or a little more. And it is these two extra pieces which are to be introduced into the passage, and thereby opened when you turn the screws. Figure 2 shows The curve of the hook is made somewhat thick so as not to break in extracting the foetus. The operator should have made for himself as many of these instruments as there are varieties, so as to be the better equipped for his work; and, by reason of such an equipment, the more renowned popularly. So do not let a low class man have a single one of these instruments that yot have not made for yourself: for there is no avoiding the need of it.
Vaginal speculuni.-Archigenes (end of the 1st century A.D.) quoted by Aetius, in his discourse Absces8us oris uteri chirurgia wrote: " . . . assideatque e dextris chirurgus et per dioptrarn instrumentum, pro aetate commodum ad pudendi diductionem, speculetur, et per specillum sinus muliebris profunditatem dimetiatur . . . oportet autem tibiain immnittere, cochlea ad supernam vergente, et dioptram quidam a chirurgo teneri, cochleain vero per ministrum circumverti ut diductis tibiae plicis sinus distendatur...." Soranus of Ephesus, one of the earliest of specialists, wrote a gyneecological textbook, and in it devoted a chapter to the use of the vaginal speculum-chapter xxxiv, on the subject "fnpl ALolrTp.rpurwv". This should probably be dated about contemporary with the writings of Archigenes, and the problem of priority remains unsolved. He begins the account with a good description of the lithotomy position, maintained by a sort of " Clover's crutch ": " . . . reliqua fasciae sub anquilas missa ad manus adligabis ita ut patefacti pedes ventri eius adhaereant." Then the blades (priapiscum) of the speculum, having been lubricated, are introduced, " . . . iubere etiam ministro ut, aperiendo organo, axem torquere incipiat, ut paulatim partes ipsae aperiantur ". It should be mentioned that this extract is from Moschion's Latin translation of Soranus, whose complete Greek original is now lost. Now although Soranus turns an " axem ", while Archigenes turns a " cochleam ", there can be no reasonable doubt that these authors both describe substantially the same instrument. Turning now to the specula illustrated and described by Albucasis, as being evidently the patterns of instrument in use among the Arabians, the first one- fig. 1 , p. 7-may be interpreted thus: there are two cross-pieces, the ends of each of which are linked by a screw passing through threaded holes; by turning these screws, which are provided at each end with cross-pieces as handles or grips, the main cross-pieces are approached or separated according to the direction of rotation. Then the two shanks (tibiae) joined at right-angles to these, parallel to one another, would be similarly drawn together or separated. The latter movement, when the shanks constituting the blades or jaws of the instrument are inserted into the passage, would of course open it up for inspection. The somewhat roughly executed Marsh illustration, shows the instrument alone, with the shanks filled in in black in the middle, represented in perspective pointing away from the observer. The smaller cross-pieces at the ends of the screw shafts represent something in the way of handles for the assistant to grasp in turning the screws. The Huntington sketch is more careful, but essentially the same, shown, apparently, as placed in position at the entrance of the vagina. Now it seems clear both from the description and the drawings, that the Arabian instrument differed materially froiim that of the earlier classical authorities quoted above. They describe only one screw; which as a matter of fact holds good for the second variety to be described shortly. But such actual examples as have been unearthed, to be seen now in the Naples Museum, show that the Roman type worked on a different principle altogether. The contrast is best appreciated on turning to the illustrations given on plates xlvii and xlviii of Milne's book 6; the movement of the jaws in expansion is obtained by screwing down a sliding piece that works along the curved shanks that carry the blades. Also the blades, when closed, form a tube of a size that could be conveniently inserted into the part; the Arabian speculum, when closed, does not seem to take this form. Figure 3 , p. 7, shows another variety of the screw speculum. Albucasis, on introducing it, simply states that it is another type mentioned by the Ancients, but gives no further description. It is a speculum on simpler lines than the first one, the jaws being opened and closed by means of only a single screw (d) instead of two working parallel. This works in a fixed arm (b) of the main shaft of the instrument (a), along which the sliding arm (e) works up and down by the screw. This (e) forms one blade of the speculum; the other blade is formed by the second arm (c), which is fixed. The puzzle is, however, provided in the curious attachment (f), which looks like a tassel of some kind. The drawing suffers by being on the extreme top edge of the page, and one suspects that further detail, originally present, has been cut out in the process of binding. When we come to the Huntington drawing, the interpretation is even more difficult; (a) represents perhaps the upright as in Marsh, and (b) almost certainly corresponds with (b) in Marsh; and the screw (d) is fairly plain, but evidently works upwards to close the blades, instead of down, as in the Marsh design. Also it is represented as being screwed almost up to the limit, i.e. as drawing the blades apart. The ring at its upper end one supposes to be the same as the semicircular attachment of screw to blade in the Marsh drawing. Then following this up, the perforated plate (e) must be the movable blade of the speculum; it must, consequently, be supposed that the fixed blade (c in the Marsh figure) is hidden behind the movable one, which is shown in perspective, not, as in the Marsh drawing, in an edgewise view. Lastly it is suggested that the second upright (f) may correspond with the ' tassel'" (f) in Marsh. All this must be conjectural; it seems fairly certain that the Huntington illustration is the work, either of a very inferior artist or scribe; or, more probably, of a person who had never seen the actual instrument at all.
Comparing these two types of screw speculunm with the classical type, one can find no trace in either of them of the clever device of the cross-piece sliding over the curved shanks, which was the special feature of the speculum introduced or sponsored by Archigenes and Soranus.
The speculum shown in fig. 2 , p. 7, as a smaller and lighter one, is patently entirely different in principle. It was made of wood; and the long bow-shaped handle end provided the spring. The blades, the speculum part proper, are crossed, so that the pressure of the hand holding it would close the blades for introduction; then, when in 6 J. S. Milne, Surgical Instruments in Greek and Roman Times, Oxford, 1907. position, as he says, you let the hand go, and the spring-bow handle would open the blades and permit inspection. The Marsh sketch shows this well, while the Huntington one is probably a fanciful copy by a scribe who had never seen the actual instrument. This type does not seem to have been specifically mentioned by the ancients, so far as we know; but it is of such a primitive and simple type that its origin, like that of the tube type of speculum, said to be mentioned in the Talmud, but not in any Arabian works, may be lost in antiquity. It is worthy of note, however, that Albucasis speaks of this last spring type as being shaped like forceps; this really agrees better with the style of anal speculum known to Hippocrates as the " KaTrdlmlp ", and discovered at Pompeii7 than with the illustrations discussed above.
Thru,ster (fig. 4, p. 8 ).-This, the next instrument of the obstetrician's equipment, is the "midfa'" from " dafa'" to thrust out. From the brevity of the single sentence accompanying the drawing in both MSS. one would expect to find a full description and an account of its use in the two preceding chapters. Curiously enough, there is nothing more on the use of this " thruster " anvwhere else in this work nor, for that matter, in any of the Latin or Greek writings. This perhaps explains why Albucasis does not give a proper name to it, but simply calls it a " thrusting instrument " ; the word is the present participle from the Arabic dafa', the word from which also the modern word for cannon is derived. It may be guessed that probably the acute-angled arms were designed to obtain a grip on the fcetal neck, and thus push out the rest of the body of the embryo. Its closest relationship seems to be with the vectis of later Western practice; but this, of course, was introduced into the maternal passages and used to lever the ftetus along.
This manner of use could hardly be adopted with the instrument as illustrated by either the Marsh or Huntington MSS. It should be remarked that the same word midfa' is used twice more: first for the plunger of the special ear syringe8 and again in chapter xciv for the "'fPeovAicos " or arrow-extractor.
Cephalotribe.-This seems the best interpretation of the Arabic "mishdakh', the next instrument illustrated (fig. 5, p. 8 ). The word mishdakh is derived from " shadakh "-to crush: so the literal translation would be " crusher ". The use of the misbdakh is fully described in chapter lxxvi, where it is shown to be a powerful tool used to crush the head of the foetus when hopelessly impacted through either its own excessive size, or the narrowness of the pelvic opening. The word does not appear elsewhere in the book. The illustrations in both manuscripts are the same, and show a pair of very strong forceps with handles affording a good firm grip, and massive curved jaws with teeth. Although the description in the text does not actually warrant going so far, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that the curve of the jaws was intended for a kind of ' cephalic curve ", and that, with the head well gripped by these, it was to be compressed to feasible dimensions and then pulled through. Indeed it seems probable that the Arabian surgeons were not unfamiliar with the practice of instrumental delivery, not indeed of the living child, but certainly of the foetus that was dying or dead.
Under the same heading is shown also a pair of forceps that approximates more to the modern cranioclast. As Albucasis says, "you may either cut or crush with it ", which is precisely the purpose of the present-day instrument with straight toothed jaws. It is worth noticing that he describes the first pair, figure 5, as resembling " miqass" or scissors; whereas this second pattern,9 which we have designated " cranioclast ", he speaks of as resembling " khalalib "-forceps, or claws. This word is commonly used throughout the book for jointed grasping or crushing forceps; for example, dental forceps, and the forceps for the extraction of arrow-heads and of a vesical calculus.10
Now although these powerful instruments, and the somewhat stalwart procedures associated with them, are regarded for the most part with disfavour by the modern gynmecologist, yet if used as directed by Albucasis, they must, in his day, often have proved invaluable for terminating a difficult labour that was proving fatal to the child and dangerous to the mother. It is interesting to recall the confinement case handed over to Hugh Chamberlen when he went to Paris to demonstrate his midwifery forceps. The miserable woman, a hopeless rachitic, had already been in labour for more than six days. Chamberlen made his attempt; but it was foredoomed to failure, for even his novel forceps could not overcome the obstacle of a pelvis less than two inches in diameter; and the wretched patient died on the eighth day."' This incident illustrates the attitude of Western practitioners after the Arabians. The teaching of the use of the forceps was lost together with the instruments themselves; and abnormal confinements were usually allowed to end in disaster, until the Chamberlen secret became known in the nineteenth century.
The pseudo-Hippocratic treatise rIepl Ky#caTaTo/Aj? 4iflpvoi mentions the use of the lrtIcTlp&-from wsf'Cw-to crush-to break the foetal head up into fragments to be removed with the bone-scoop ('OrT4OvAtcos). Dioscorides mentions a ireawrptv, and a 7reo-'r*p, both evidently the equivalent of 7r&a-,pdv. The word is explained by Galen in his Lexicon as an 'p,uflpo6XAdcrrmns or fcetus crusher. This all shows that the operation of extracting the fcetus forcibly was known from early times, and that appropriate instruments had been devised for the purpose. The date of this pseudo-Hippocratic work quoted here, is uncertain, but as Celsus refers to it, it must be at least earlier than the era of Christ. In the later classical period these special instruments seem to have fallen out of use or out of favour; for Paulus Aegineta,"2 discussing what to do in a difficult labour, suggests breaking up the fcetal head with the ordinary bone forceps ('dwraTpa).
Arabian practice, then, can hardly claim originality; we find, rather, that they have returned to the earlier Graeco-Roman practice of using special midwifery instruments. It is important to recognize from the drawings and descriptions, that no thought of forceps for the extraction of the living child ever occurred to them.
Midwifery Hook or Crotchet, sinnarah-hook; literally a fishing hook. Three varieties of obstetrical hook are shown.
(a) Fig 8, p . 8, appears to be a straight strong sharp-pointed hook, essentially the same in both MSS. It is the plalin hook that the midwife is instructed to fasten in various parts of the dead fcetus to draw it out by, in chapter lxxvi.
(b) Fig. 9 , p. 8, given in the Marsh MS. only, is a wide-radius hook, with a blunt, sweepingly recurved extremity. Although the chapter (lxxvi) on normal obstetrics does not give the use of the hook on the living fcetus, it is an attractive hypothesis that perhaps this safety hook was designed for difficult presentations, such as the transverse, or the neck, so graphically described. It looks perfectly safe to put round the child's neck or in the groin, without damaging either child or mother.
(c) Fig. 10 , p. 9, is a double hook, of the same design in both MSS. The hooks are attached, curving away from one another, to a single stout handle. It is not easy to conjecture the function of this instrument; probably it was used in the same way as the single hook.
Classical practice in the matter of crotchets seems to have been quite as advanced.
The pseudo-Hippocratic irpi -4KaTaz4 tfilpvoi mentions the ?Aicar-p (from the same root '*A,cw as the -ouAcos). Later, Celsus 13 speaks of the " uncus undique levis acuminis brevis ", which seems to correspond well with the hook of fig. 8 , p. 8. In the same passage he also mentions the " uncus qui . . . ", &c. for decapitating the fcetus if stuck in transverse. This must evidently have been a hook with a sharpened inner edge, and could not have been known to Albucasis, as he does not show a decapitator proper. Paulus Aegineta, whose chapter on obstetrics seems to have been largely drawn upon here, gives only the 'efupV'ovA#cos to fix into the foetus' dead body; this instrument he got from Soranus, the Ephesian gynecologist,1' and Aetius.15
Perforator.-Albucasis uses the common word mibda' for this class of instrument, and illustrates a wide assortment ( fig. 11, p. 9) . Mibda' was a word with a very wide meaning, denoting any sort of surgical knife, whether for cutting or piercing. Why so many shapes and varieties should have been necessary we do not know; they all look like blades without handles, and so were perhaps designed to be held concealed between the midwife's fingers, while she passed her hand up the passage; as he says, " she should introduce between her fingers a spike-shaped scalpel ". It is plain also that the multitude of different patterns was a means of impressing the patient and her family: the greater the array of instruments, the greater the distinction of the specialist.
11See Medico-chirutrgical Transactionh, 1818, p. 181. 12 Book VI, chap. lxxiv. 13 Celsus, VII, xxix.
14 Soranus, LI-LIII.
15 Aetius, IV, iv. But, while the name perforator seems appropriate up to a point, there is no doubt that these special scalpels were also used for the dismemberment of the foetus-the " embryotomy " of the ancients. The Greek and Roman surgeons also had knives made specially for opening the foetal head. The pseudo-Hippocratic work already quoted from, speaks of the ffKoAoroyLaxaiptov for this purpose. Celsus does not say a word about it. But Tertullian, the great Christian apologist of the second century, in his oration De Anima, speaks of the puPpouqOaKdL:s (from opd4cw-to slay) which he describes as " aeneum spiculum ", corresponding to the above. He goes on to say that Hippocrates, Asclepiades, and Erasistratus all used it. Paulus Aegineta and his contemporaries speak of the woAunro'auco--a'Oio,v the KdrLas (stilette), and the rKoXo7royaxalptov, as above; all used for pretty much the same purpose.
CHAPTER SEVENTY-EIGHT.-On extracting the after-birth. When, in a confinement, the membranes are left behind, then you should bid the woman hold her breath; then make her sneeze with ptarmica and with your hand close her nose and mouth; and if it comes away thus, good. But if not, then take a pot with a hole pierced in the cover and put in it herbs calculated to open the womb, such as pennyroyal, and anise, and rue, and chamomile, and wormwood, and cassia, and centaury, some or all of these remedies, and soak them in water and put them on the fire. Then fix a reed to the hole in the cover and bring the other end of the reed to the opening of the womb and hold it in position so that the vapours may reach the body of the uterus. Then let her sneeze as we said, and the afterbirth will immediately come away. But if, after this treatment, it still remains and does not come out, then bid the midwife anoint her left hand in oil of fumary or mucilage of marsh mallows and introduce it into the passage to search for the afterbirth; and when she has found it, to grasp it very gently till it comes away. But if the parts be right in the depths of the uterus, then let her pass her hand in, as we bid, till she find the after-birth. Then let her draw, very gently and slowly lest by violent pulling she tear the uterus. And she should slowly move it from side to side, left and right. Then let her increase the traction, for then it gives way to the pull and is freed from its adhesions. But if the uterine opening be closed, we have mentioned earlier a treatment with snuff and with the pot of herbs. But if it does not come away with all the means we have described, beware of repeated labouring at traction; also what is projecting out of the opening should be tied to the woman's thigh; and then inject into the uterus some of the ointment known as Tetrapharmacon for that will cause putrefaction in a few days and loosen it, so it w'ill come out. And when it putrefies foul odours arise from it which ascend to the stomach and head and these cause harm to the woman in childbirth. So she should have suffumigations appropriate for this. Certain of the ancients tried suffumigation with nasturtium and dried figs.
The form of instrument for suffumigating a woman for retention of the menses and of the after-birth and such like:
It is made tapering from wide to narrow, and resembles a funnel; and it is made of bronze; and its narrow extremity is introduced into the pudenda and the wide end is put over a fire; and a suffumigation is put on the hot coals and held there till the whole is consumed. And it should be repeated.
On the extraction of the placenta Albucasis followed fairly closely the ancients, Celsus.16 Aetius,"7 Soranus, Paulus Aegineta, &c. He illustrates here ( fig. 12, p. 13) , an example of the instrument used for the fumigation; this was, on the whole, the favourite classical method of encouraging the detachment of the placenta. The Marsh drawing is very crude, but the Huntington sketch shows a neat tapering funnel. The word used-al qam'-is the same as that used for the instrument designed for irrigating the bladder.
GENITO-URINARY PRACTICE Albucasis devotes four chapters to genito-urinary work, namely chapter lviii on the retention of urine; lix on irrigation of the bladder; lx on the extraction of a stone; and lxi on the extraction of a stone from a female.
Retention is described as being caused by obstruction due to either a clot of blood, a stone, pus, or a fleshy tumour. The catheter is only to be used when other simpler methods have failed. He gives an account of the catheter ( fig. 13 ) in the following terms: " It is made of silver, very thin and smooth, and hollow like the Marsh. Huntington. quill of a bird's feather; as slender as a rod; about a span and a half in length, and with a tiny funnel at the end. After lubrication of the instrument, the penis is to be held upwards toward the umbilicus and the catheter pushed down to the root of the penis; when this is reached it is turned downwards, and the catheter then pushed on into the bladder. The little wool plug in the instrument is then withdrawn and the urine flows out."
The Arabian author does not add anything substantial to what had already been said on this subject by the ancients. The history of the catheter is well known, but a short outline will serve to link up the instument illustrated by our author with its classical pattern.
According to Galen the inventor of the instrument was Erasistratos, a Greek of Keos, who gained a reputation at the court of Seleucus Nicator in the beginning of the third century B.C. Galen himself describes the instrument as being S-shaped, and passed into the bladder, having running through it a thread with a tuft of wool at the end. Paulus Aegineta follows this exactly, and as do other Greek authors. Several extant catheters of classical provenance confirm the above description, particularly some fine examples in the Naples Museum described by Milne. The thread and wool plug are of course perished. Albucasis uses the Greek word directly transcribed into Arabic, and his description adheres to that of the classical writer. The one surprising omission is that he does not describe it as S-shaped, and his drawing shows that the Arabian instrument was straight, with a funnel-like expansion at the near end but provided with the thread and wool plug. The latter, he says, fills the lumen of the catheter "sicut fibula" in Channing's translation. But the original word is "azr" which means veil or waist-cloth. The idea presumably was that it veiled or plugged the opening.
Irrigation of the bladder he recommends for ulcer of the bladder, or in cases where it is clotted up with blood. These two headings must evidently include a number of conditions with the outward symptoms of passage of pus or blood or both. The catheter is first passed and then alternate irrigation and drainage with either a syringe or a bladder clyster.
This chapter is of considerable interest and value, both as being markedly original, and more comprehensive than any classical handling of the subject.
Previous writers such as Celsus and Paulus merely give a few lines or a paragraph to the subject.
The Arabians evidently had two words descriptive of instruments for irrigation or aspiration; both are used in this chapter. The first-zarraqah-syphon or syringe ( fig. 14) -originally meant a pipe or tube for casting Greek fire or naphtha.
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It is not indeed found elsewhere in this work, but it is likened to a mihqan for casting fire, so that the two words seem to be identical in sense. The instrument illustrated in the margin of the Huntington MS. is a plain syringe, in the modern acceptance of the term, consisting of a straight cylindrical iron barrel passing on into a long narrow nozzle. Within are a copper piston and handle in one piece.
The second word-mihqan-syringe (more properly so than the last word) is used both for the bladder clyster for vesical irrigation here, and for rectal irrigation or enemata in chapter lxxxiii. This instrument ( fig. 15) At all events Albucasis gives no clear idea of how his knife was to be used, so all must remain conjecture.
The scoop was described by Celsus as "thin at its extremity, bent round in the shape of a broad semicircle, smooth outside where it is in contact with the tissues roughened inside, where it touches the stone". This uincus then appears as a broad spoon with a long handle, the bowl being roughened on the inside to obtain grip upon the stone. Albucasis' "narrow instrument with a curved end" is plainly after this model. The plan of breaking up the stone was of course the novelty that earned Ammonius his fame; but he did it with a "ferramentum modicae crassitudinae ", a cold chisel, which, being hammered against the stone while held in the bowl of the scoop, split it up, according to Celsus. Albucasis seems to strike out a new line when he prescribes the use of forceps, first for grasping the stone and drawing it out when pressure with the finger from behind fails; secondly for breaking up a stone that proved too large or too rough to force through a safe incision. This latter may be termed lithotrity, almost in the modern sense. The pattern of forceps for this manouvre was the straight blunt variety illustrated in various places throughout the work.
Finally, turning to the case of a small calculus impacted in the urethra, Albucasis says that, in the last resort, he uses a fine perforator of Damascene steel, having a wooden handle and a sharp triangular point ( fig. 18 ). This little drill is revolved between the hands upon the stone till it is perforated; thus the retained urine can flow away, and usually the stone may also then be crushed by the pressure of the fingers. It is tempting and really justifiable to call this a " lithoprion" after Leroy of Paris. The wooden handle was evidently for rotating the drill between the hands. The general idea of this procedure points to it being the germ, at least, of the famous lithotrite of Gruithuizen. He and his French rivals certainly designed to get at a stone actually in the bladder and not merely impacted at some point along the urethra, and they did not rotate the drill naked but introduced it along a cannula. Nevertheless it should be emphasized that this small drill-mishab-(a term that does not occur elsewhere in the work)-was a remarkable, almost precocious, suggestion. It proves, if that be necessary, that the Arabs were fertile in invention and skilful in practice.
SUMMARY.-Albucasis of Cordova though not now so well known as the famous Avicenna of Bokhara, wrote an immense treatise on all branches of medicine. The section dealing with surgery is of the highest interest, as the author profusely illustrated it. It is the earliest Arabic treatise on surgery that we possess and the most fully illustrated early surgical treatise in any language. It was early translated into Latin and throws light not only on the state of medicine generally in the " Dark Ages ", but also on the varied and original genius of the Arabs, and, not least, on the surgical equipment of the classical medical writers of Greece and Rome, about which, despite much surviving literature, we are often vague. Attention is specially drawn to the gynwecological and obstetrical instruments used by the Arabian doctors. It is shown that, in this branch at least, the Arabians were by no means wholly dependent upon the Classical writers upon whom they so often modelled themselves. Either they continued their own native practice that had come down to them from before the days of Hellenic influence; or else they altered or improved out of recognition, the ideas they received from classical sources. In any event the speculum, the forceps, the lever and the crotchet, mark in a special way the original Arab genius. It is also shown that the Arabs had developed a clear practical idea of what was normal, of what varieties of abnormality were to be met with and, by no means least, of prognosis, in obstetrical practice. [February 3, 1937] An ) there is a short survey of the lands of the Sudan, and on p. 297 the record discovered by Prince 'Omar Tussifin. These pages treat of the great Negro Kingdom of M&llt which included a great part of the western Sudan (now the French Sudan and British Northern Nigeria) '. The northern limits of the Kingdom were " the mountains of the Berbers " (that is the southern Atlas), the eastern limit was the Sultanate of Bornet, the western the Atlantic Ocean, and the southern " the Wild People or Cannibals " (al-Harnaj) viz. the heathen tribes of Southern Nigeria. The inhabitants of M01I known in our days as Mandingos or MalinUk, were partly Islamized, as we know from the detailed
